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ABSTRACT

User interfaces for the command and control of systems

usually integrate several types of interaction elements:

physical space, hardware and software. Within such kind of 

environment, operators have to complete their tasks 

manipulating hardware and software elements that are 

distributed in the physical space. However, current tasks 

description notations do not take into account physical and 

hardware aspects beyond manipulation of input devices such 

as mouse and keyboard. This paper proposes a set of 

extensions to task modeling techniques in order to represent 

user goals and activities when interacting with distributed 

hardware and software user interfaces. These extensions are 

demonstrated with the HAMSTERS-XL notation and tool. 

These models can be analyzed and simulated to support 

identification of cumbersome tasks, motoric and perceptive 

efforts and sub-optimal UI distributions. We present how 

such information can be used for improving the user 

interface of the hardware and software distributed user 

interfaces. We exemplify the approach on a simple but 

realistic example: The Philips Hue light bulb system.
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INTRODUCTION

User interfaces for the command and control of interactive 

systems, such as power plant workstations or aircraft 

cockpits, are made up of hybrid and distributed interaction 

elements including hardware and software components. 

Within this kind of environments, operations take place in 

the physical workplace and operators have to complete their 

tasks manipulating distributed hardware and software 

elements. During these activities, the performance of the 

users is impacted by the positions (within the physical 

working environment) of the hardware and software 

elements composing the command and control interactive 

system. We argue that representing hardware and software 

elements explicitly and systematically in task models 

contribute to the design, the assessment and the development 

of usable, reliable and safe distributed interactive systems. 

We propose a set of extensions to task modeling techniques 

in order to represent user goals and activities when 

interacting with distributed hardware and software user 

interfaces. We present the benefits of using such extensions 

as, for example the automation of analysis of the task models, 

and the predictive assessment of the duration and complexity 

of a task.

MODELING USERS TASKS WITH CPS

CPS are intended to be used by humans [3], via direct 

interaction [6] and/or using a monitoring and control user 

interface [9]. This section presents user tasks when using a 

CPS and a way to describe these tasks by modeling them with 

HAMSTERS notation and tool. 

Taking into account user activities for the command and 

control of a CPS as well as the way they may interact with 

the CPS (directly or indirectly) requires precise and complete 

description of their activities. Furthermore, in order to be 

able to analyze potential user errors that may happen at 

runtime, the following set of requirements has to be match:

· Identify and describe, in a complete and unambiguous

way, the user tasks with the CPS, whether they interact in

a direct way or with the Command and Control of the

CPS.

· Identify and describe the Data (information, objects,

knowledge) manipulated by a user for accomplishing

her/his tasks.

Task modeling permits to describe user tasks with interactive 

systems. HAMSTERS-XL is an extension of HAMSTERS 

[5] notation that proposes to go beyond the description of

simple WIMP interaction. HAMSTERS-XL enables to add

customized tasks. This extension permits to adapt the

notation to tasks specific to a device, a context or a domain.

In term of input and output devices, interacting with WIMP 

interactive systems usually requires no more than perceiving 

what is rendered on screen and to be aware of the presence 

of a keyboard and a pointing device. For this reason, the 

standard HAMSTERS notation proposes a generic 

“Perceptive Task” that mainly corresponds to the visual 

perception of information on a screen. However, while 

describing perception when using a CPS, precise description 

of the sight sense is required. Thus, we propose to extend 
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perceptive task and to provide support to refine it to the sight 

task (see Table 1). 

Table 1. Perceptive task integrated in HAMSTERS-XL

Perceptive task Example of use

Icon Name

Sight

Gathering data from outside of the aircraft 

(location in the airport, clouds, etc.), 

locating controls, assessing aircraft status 

from the screens and lamp in the cockpit, 

etc.

In the same way, while describing motoric actions when 

using a CPS, precise description of the several actions is 

required. We propose to extend motoric tasks and to provide 

support to refine it to the tasks described in Table 2 and Table 

3.

Table 2. Motoric limb tasks integrated in HAMSTERS-XL

Motoric task
Usage

Icon (left/right) Limb Action

Finger Press Press button

Hand Grasp
Grasp 

joystick

Arm Fold

Reach 

interaction 

devices

Arm Stretch

Reach 

interaction 

devices

Table 3. Motoric head tasks introduced in HAMSTERS-XL

Head 

Turn Left Turn Right 

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE OF THE HUE CPS

The Philips Hue smart lamp [8], which is considered one of 

the typical IoT devices, and the most popular smart light 

system (see Figure 1). While the command and control is 

located on the remote control and/or on the mobile App, the 

physical device (the light bulb) is producing both light and 

heat that are both perceivable by the users. When using the 

remote control (which is only an input device and has no 

display on it), the user has to target the connection bridge 

(not the light bulb) and the only way to know the status of 

the device is to look at its hardware (physical) part.

Figure 1. Overview of the Philips Hue system and its command 

and control systems.

This section presents the tasks that have been identified to be 

performed by the user with the physical UI and with the 

command and control UI. In this example, we focus on the 

user tasks to switch off the light bulb. These tasks may be 

performed in several contexts and with different devices. The 

following sections presents these user tasks required to reach

the goal: “Switch off light in a room”. To reach this goal, 

several alternatives of tasks are described (under the choice 

“[]” operator). Figure 2 presents these alternatives.

Figure 3, Figure 4 and Figure 5 present the descriptions of 

the tasks that the user has to carry on to switch off light in a 

room. Figure 3 and Figure 4 respectively described this goal 

with HAMSTERS notation and HAMSTERS-XL notation.

Figure 5 presents “Switch off light in a room with the Philips 

Hue smartphone app” goal with HAMSTERS-XL notation.

Figure 2. Description of user alternatives of tasks to "Switch off 

light in a room" with HAMSTERS notation.

Modeling User Tasks with the Physical UI with 
HAMSTERS. 

Although the main aim of the Philips Hue light bulb is to 

enable end user programming of the home lighting, it is still 

possible to control it as a legacy home lighting system. A 

manual switch installed on the wall aims at providing the 

user a way to close or open the electrical circuit composed of 

the switch, the wires and the light bulb. In the task model 

depicted in Figure 3, these tasks are described in the branch 

“Switch off light with light switch”. The user has to perform 

the following sequence of tasks (tasks described under the 

sequence “>>” operator): 

· “Perceive the light switch” (perceive task) that requires

to access to “Light switch device” (input/output device),

· “Recognize light switch” (cognitive task),

· “Walk to light the switch” (user task),

· “Push off the light switch” (motoric task) that requires

to access to “Light switch device” (input/output device),

· “Switch off light bulb” (interactive input task) that

requires to access to “Light switch device” (input/output

device),



· “Light off” (interactive output task) that requires to store

OFF state in “Light bulb lamp” (output device),

· “Perceive light is off” (perceptive task) that requires to

access to “Light bulb lamp” (output device), and then

· “Deduce light is off” (cognitive task).

Figure 3. Description of the user tasks to “Switch light off in a 

room” with HAMSTERS notation.

Modeling User Tasks with the Physical UI with 
HAMSTERS-XL. 

In the task model depicted in Figure 4, “Perceive the light 

switch”, “Switch off the light bulb” and “Perceive light is 

off” tasks of Figure 3 are refined to describe better user 

activity to reach “Switch off light of the room” goal:

· “Perceive the light switch” is refined with “Locate light

switch” (iterative user task) disable by “Recognize light

switch” (cognitive task).

“Locate light switch” is refined in a sequence (tasks

described under the sequence “>>” operator) of three

tasks:

o “Turn head right” (optional head right task)

o “Turn head left” (optional head left), and

o “Search light switch” (sight task) that requires

to access to “Light switch device”

(input/output device).

· “Push off the light switch” is refined into a sequence of

two tasks:

o “Stretch arm to the light switch” (Arm right

stretch task)

o “Press light switch” (Hand right finger press

task) that requires to access to “Light switch

device” (input/output device)

· “Perceive light is off” (perceptive task) is detailed in

“See light” (sight task) that requires to access to “Light

bulb lamp” (output device).

Figure 4. Description of the user tasks to “Switch light off in a 

room” with HAMSTERS-XL notation.

Modeling User Tasks with Command and Control UI with 
HAMSTERS-XL

To switch off the light bulb, the user has the possibility to 

use one of two available command and control interfaces: a 

dimmer switch device or the Philips hue smartphone 

application. The Figure 5 describes the user tasks to switch 

off the light bulb with the Philips hue smartphone app. The 

user has to perform the following sequence of tasks: 

· The user has to “Remember smartphone location”

(cognitive task) or (“[]” operator) to “Locate the

smartphone” (user task) until (“[>” operator)

“Recognize the smartphone” (cognitive task)

· Next, to “Stretch arm to the smartphone” (Stretch arm

task),

· To “Grasp the smartphone” (Grasp task),

· To “Interact with the smartphone to open light switch

window” (interactive abstract task) using “Philips Hue

app” (software application) and

· To “Switch off light bulb” (interactive input task) using

“Philips Hue app” (software application).

· Then, then “Smartphone” (input/output device) “Send

event to the bulb” (system task) to switch off the light

thanks to the “Hue Bridge” (output device).

· The “Light bulb lamp” (output device) switches off:

“Switch off light” (interactive output task).

· The user can “See light is off” (sight task) only if the

“User location” (information) is equal to the “Room”

(“Test” arc between the sight task and the information);

· Then the user has to “Deduce light is off” (cognitive

task) to reach the goal “Switch off the light in a room”.



Figure 5. Description of the user tasks to “Switch light off with

the Philips Hue smartphone app” with HAMSTERS-XL 

notation

MODELS ANALYSIS

This section analyses the tasks models of the previous 

section and presents the benefits of a specific task modeling

notation like HAMSTERS-XL compared to a standard task 

modeling notation like HAMSTERS [5].

Most of the task modeling notations, such as HTA [1] and 

CTT [7], enables to describe user tasks and goals, as well as 

manipulated objects. Task models built with such notations 

can embed additional textual information to refine the 

information about the types of tasks and the types of data 

required to accomplish the tasks. Although this is sufficient 

to understand and identify main user tasks and goals, a

specific task modeling notation like HAMSTERS-XL 

improves the description power for the motoric and 

perceptive tasks of these standard task modelling notations.

For example, move a cursor thanks to a mouse task and press 

a button task are described with the standard task modeling 

notation with the same task: a motoric task. The specific task 

modeling notation permits to categorize these motoric and 

perceptive tasks. In consequence, the analysis of the task 

model is no longer text parsing and can be more easily 

automatize. Indeed, it is possible to measure the number of 

occurrence and performance time of a type of motoric or 

perceptive task (grasp task for example) or of a particular

couple of motoric or perceptive task with a particular object 

(grasp the smartphone task for example) necessary to reach 

a goal directly from the task model. For example, contrary to 

a standard task modeling notation, it is possible to measure 

the performance time of “stretch arm to the smartphone” task 

independently of the “Grasp the smartphone” task of the 

Figure 5. The relative execution time of the stretch task is 

after the user recognizes the smartphone or remembers the 

smartphone location to when s/he begins to fold his arm to 

bring the smartphone closer to her/him. It is also possible to 

associate a minimum and a maximum execution time to 

“Stretch arm to the smartphone” task to estimate an absolute 

execution time. In addition, the specific task modeling 

notation permits to detect automatically impossible tasks like 

two concurrent left hands tasks: grasp and release left hand 

tasks for example. Moreover, it is also possible to detect 

impossible tasks due to human limitation [1]. For example, 

to perform two non-automatic tasks concurrently. 

Furthermore, the specific task modeling notation permits 

other task model analysis when coupled with a 3D space 

model of the user context. Indeed, it is possible to determine 

occlusion with objects position. For example, visual 

occlusion due to the user position can be determined. In 

addition, the specific task modeling notation permits to 

measure the quantity of movement and the effort cost of a 

motoric or perceptive task associated with a particular object 

thanks to the source point position and the destination point 

position. In addition, specific task modeling notation is 

useful for training. Training program for complex systems 

must cover all the tasks that the user has to carry out [4]. 

Determining complete and unambiguous user tasks to reach 

a goal, occlusion, workload and effort cost is necessary to 

establish training program of complex systems.

PERSPECTIVES

Due to the chosen domain and context, the example explores 

a limited set of perception and motoric tasks (sight, stretch 

arm, press with a finger, grab, and turn head left and right).

For example, speech, touch, smell, be turned away from the 

light bulb or from the switch are not represented in this paper.

Future work must address other domains, contexts and 

devices to analyze deeper specific task modeling notation for 

CPS.
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